
Introducing the DJM-900nexus. The next generation mixer that delivers jaw-dropping studio 
quality effects, ultimate computer connectivity, high performance features and powerful sound.

DJM-900nexus 
CREATIVITY & CONTROL



High fidelity sound card / Six stunning sound colour FX / Overhauled Beat Effects / rekordbox™ Quantize button / Touch sensitive X-PAD / TRAKTOR™ certified / 

PRO DJ Link functionality via LAN connection / DVS software control / Input switcher / 3-band EQ and 3-band isolator / Fully MIDI assignable

Six stunning studio quality sound colour FX Built in touch sensitive X-PAD

The DJM-900nexus digital mixer embodies Pioneer’s commitment to producing  

pro DJ equipment that offers the ultimate in connectivity, creativity and control.  

The next generation of our award-winning DJM series builds on the success of the 

past – but adds mind-blowing features to make it the mixer of the future.  

The new arrival delivers the high quality, clear and powerful sound expected from 

Pioneer. The built-in four channel 96kHz/24-bit soundcard can simultaneously 

input and output all audio signals with no loss of sound quality. Audio circuitry is 

borrowed from the top-flight DJM-2000, with a 32-bit A/D converter to digitise and 

enhance sound quality, and a 32-bit DSP to suppress digital noise.

It’s the six innovative studio-quality Sound Colour FX that will add an extra 

dimension to every DJ set. An overhauled Beat FX section, with five new FX, further 

enhances the potential for mind-blowing arrangements. Revolutionary levels 

of control are delivered through the built-in touch-sensitive X-PAD, rekordbox™ 

Quantize button and a twin LFO.

When it comes to connectivity, the DJM-900nexus raises the bar once more. 

Traktor™ certified, it unlocks DVS control directly through the mixer. Plus the 

DJM-900nexus joins the PRO DJ LINK family, offering unparalleled connection with 

the CDJ-2000 and CDJ-900 via a LAN connection – meaning the DJM-900nexus is 

ready for DJ booths the world over. 

DJM-900nexus DIGITAL, DELIVERED



New Sound Colour FX

In addition to the essential FILTER and CRUSH, the 

DJM-900nexus boasts four new super-easy effects:

NOISE / SPACE / DUB ECHO / GATE/COMP

Amazing Beat FX 

Five new, insanely high-quality Beat FX bring  

the total to 14, and add an unprecedented 

level of control:

REVERB / SPIRAL / SLIP ROLL / MELODIC / MIDI LFO

Instant Activation at your fingertips

QUANTIZE: Pick up rekordbox™* Beatgrid  

and BPM information from compatible CDJs, 

which can be connected via LAN cable thanks 

to PRO DJ LINK.

X-PAD: The touch-sensitive strip instantly engages 

Beat FX and adjusts things like loop sizes and 

sample length – all with one finger!

TWIN LFO: Bringing a new approach to FILTER, 

PHASE and FLANGER sweeps, LFO1 is controlled 

by the Beat buttons, while LFO2 expresses extra 

wobble factor using the X-PAD.

“The DJM-900nexus, with Quantize beat 
gridding from rekordbox™, adds a new 
dimension to the way you can use FX.” 
James Zabiela

DJM-900nexus CREATIVITY & CONTROL

Precision engineered to bring studio-quality sound to the booth, the DJM-900nexus offers six stunning Sound 

Colour FX and beefed-up Beat FX to turn creative vision into reality. But the DJM-900nexus doesn’t just add 

sensational new FX; it boasts an innovative control interface for instant activation and limitless creative expression.



DJM-900nexus BETTER CONNECTED

As the latest edition to the PRO DJ 

LINK family, the DJM-900nexus can be 

connected to compatible CDJ-2000 and 

CDJ-900 players via a LAN cable, to unlock 

revolutionary new features:

CDJ ON AIR: Turns the CDJ platter rim red to show 

audio is being output through the master channel.

rekordbox™: Links with Pioneer’s music management 

software to pick up Beatgrid and BPM information.

CUE LINK: Preview music in the headphones,  

straight from rekordbox*.

Traktor™ users can easily connect to a PC with just 

one USB cable and control all of the features of the 

software with Timecode CD and/or vinyl. 

The DJM’s rear-connections are symmetrically 

and intuitively arranged so that DJs can easily 

connect to multiple sources “blind” – while 

the front-panel input selector makes switching 

between channel inputs effortless.

* rekordbox™ is Pioneer’s DJ software, which enables computer-based music 
management and set arrangement for playback on CDJs. For more information 
and latest versions, see www.prodinet.com/rekordbox/support
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Main specifications

Number of channels 4 audio channels, 2 mic channels

Input ports CD/LINE×6 (RCA), PHONO×2 (RCA)

 DIGITAL IN×4 (COAXIAL)

 MIC×2 (front-panel XLR & 1/4 inch JACK dual purpose×1, 1/4 inch JACK×1)

Output ports MASTER OUT×2 (RCA×1, XLR×1)

 BOOTH OUT×1 (1/4 inch JACK)

 HEADPHONE MONITOR OUT×1 (top surface 1/4 inch JACK×1)

 REC OUT×1 (RCA)

 DIGITAL OUT×1 (COAXIAL)

Other ports SEND×1 (1/4 inch JACK), RETURN×1 (1/4 inch JACK)

 MIDI OUT×1 (5-Pin DIN), USB B port×1, LINK port×1 (RJ45)

Sampling rate 96 kHz

D/A converter 32-bit

A/D converter 24-bit

Frequency response 20 Hz - 20 kHz

Total Harmonic Distortion ratio 0.004% or less

S/N ratio 107 dB or greater (LINE)

Head room 19 dB

Power source AC 220 ~ 240V (50 Hz/60 Hz)

Power consumption 42 W

Maximum dimensions 331 mm (W) × 409 mm (D) × 108 mm (H)

Unit weight 7.1 kg
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